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A Newsletter to highlight all the brilliant wellbeing resources that are being shared with
our students this week. The Wellbeing Newsletter is also a platform to illustrate our four
pronged offer in school; #AHSCare, #SelfHelp, #SelfCare and #Support.
The festive spirit is on at AHS! Many
forms are getting ready and decorating for
Christmas and there is a truly wholesome
atmosphere!
We understand that Christmas can be a
difficult time for some - financially, socially
and emotionally. Therefore we would like
to encourage families to seek out support
when needed.

Positive
ATTITUDE
At AHS our students can come and talk to
their form tutor, teacher or PSW if they
need support. Please also see the the
back page of this newsletter for additional
services that are available.

@AHS_Wellbeing
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#SELF CARE

Emotional.

APP OF THE WEEK

Acceptance. Acceptance is a word that is
used in lots of different contexts. It can be
the act of deciding to live with or manage
a long-term situation. It can be
acknowledging and coming to terms with
certain feelings or events. It is often
something that comes with time and rarely
happens overnight.
In many ways, spoon theory helps with
this, because it is about recognising that
you can only take on so much, that your
energy and ability might vary day to day,
and that it’s important to be kind to
yourself and manage your time in a way
that reflects that.

Calm Harm is an app designed to help
people resist or manage the urge to selfharm. It's private and password protected.

#SELF HELP

RESOURCE OF THE WEEK
Nip in the Bud works with mental health
organisations to produce short films and
other resources to assist parents,
educationalists and others to learn about
mental health conditions in children.
You can find out more by clicking on the
link below:
https://nipinthebud.org/

ACTION FOR HAPPINESS
This month is ‘Do Good’ December where we encourage you to do an act of kindness
each day! Let's help create a happier world this December with our Kindness Calendar.
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PARENT RESOURCE OF THE WEEK
Appropriate or inappropriate? Exposure to adult content remains parent's number one
online safety fear! This week, National Online Safety explain how to prevent this
happening, and how best to respond if it does.
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#SUPPORT
Talking about your thoughts and feelings can help you deal with times when you feel
troubled about something. If you turn a worry over and over in your mind, the worry can
grow. But talking about it can help you work out what is really bothering you and explore
what you could do about it. So who can our students talk to?
Family and friends
Form Tutor/HoY/Teacher
Other services in school....
Wellbeing Worker - we can organise a meeting with the Wellbeing Worker if their
needs cannot be met by the staff in school.
Counsellor - you can request to see the counsellor by filling out a short form on the
Student Hub.
Health Professional - where appropriate we will refer to the school health
professionals. They will advise us and you about the next best steps.
CAMHS - CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services) are specialists in
supporting students who have a Mental Health illness.
Chaplaincy Team - please either phone or email school and ask to speak a member
of the Chaplaincy Team who will phone you back and offer support to you.

...and out of school...
Doctors - if you recognise symptoms of any common mental health problem and are
worried, or if you feel that something isn't right but you can't put your finger on why,
we recommend that you speak to your GP.
Shout 85258 - just text for help at anytime
Crisis line - phone 0800 051 6171 to talk to the mental health crisis team.
Childline - phone 0800 1111 anytime

